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Abstract—Legged robots can pass through complex field en-
vironments by selecting gaits and discrete footholds carefully.
Traditional methods plan gait and foothold separately and treat
them as the single-step optimal process. However, such processing
causes its poor passability in a sparse foothold environment.
This paper novelly proposes a coordinative planning method for
hexapod robots that regards the planning of gait and foothold
as a sequence optimization problem with the consideration of
dealing with the harshness of the environment as leg fault. The
Monte Carlo tree search algorithm(MCTS) is used to optimize
the entire sequence. Two methods, FastMCTS, and SlidingMCTS
are proposed to solve some defeats of the standard MCTS
applicating in the field of legged robot planning. The proposed
planning algorithm combines the fault-tolerant gait method to
improve the passability of the algorithm. Finally, compared with
other planning methods, experiments on terrains with different
densities of footholds and artificially-designed challenging terrain
are carried out to verify our methods. All results show that the
proposed method dramatically improves the hexapod robotâĂŹs
ability to pass through sparse footholds environment.

I. INTRODUCTION

Legged robots can select discrete footholds to cross various
complicated terrain, which leads them to execute motor tasks
on fields such as field rescue and planetary exploration in
the future. The hexapod robots that have higher stability
and superior load capacity than biped robots and quadruped
robots are widely used[1][2][3]. Still, the planning of gait
and foothold for such robots is more complicated with more
legs. The traditional planning framework plans gait first, and
then plan the foothold of the swing leg according to the
terrain[4][5][6]. The two steps are independent of each other,
making optimal decisions based on corresponding rules or
evaluation functions. However, in harsh environments, tra-
ditional planning frameworks can easily cause robots to be
trapped because such planning methods make decisions are
based on only the current environment and the state of the
robot, and it does not consider the following situation. In
this paper, We focus on improving the robotâĂŹs ability to
pass in a sparse foothold environment by selecting appropriate
footholds and gait.

Gait is usually used to express the walking mode of the
legged robot. The choice of gait can affect the robotâĂŹs for-
ward speed, stability, and passability. Classifying by whether
the gait changes periodically, there are two modes, including
periodic gait and aperiodic gait. According to different plan-

Fig. 1. Establishing Monte Carlo tree for walking planning of hexapod
robot in sparse foothold environment. Each node represents a state of the
robot. When the constructed node reaches the target position, the entire search
algorithm ends. The dotted arrows in the figure indicate omitted parts, and
the whole tree in the figure is a schematic structure and is not complete.

ning methods, gait can be divided into the rule-based method
and CPG method. For rule-based method, when walking in
a periodic gait, assuming that all footsteps are valid, legged
robots move forward in a fixed swing sequence, which is
usually taken as 3+3 tripod gait, 4+2 quadruped gait or 5+1
wave gait for hexapod robots[7]. Because these gaits are
quickly to use, they are widely used by researchers[8][9][10].
When the terrain is rugged or some areas are unsupportable,
the legged robot needs to change its gait according to the
terrain information and its state information, then generate
a sequence of gaits with an irregular order. This kind of
aperiodic gait is called as free gait. The free gait proposed
by Kugushev and Jaroshevskij[11] in 1975 is characterized by
aperiodic, irregular, asymmetric, and terrain adapt. For free
gait, the order of legs changes in a non-fixed but flexible
manner depending on the trajectory, terrain properties and
motion state. In irregular terrain, this gait type is more flexible
and adaptable than periodic and regular gait. A large number
of free gaits for quadruped or hexapod robots have been
developed so far[12][13][14].

Another biologically-inspired gait generation method is the
CPG method. From the perspective of imitating the biological
gait rhythm control, the CPG gait planning method regards
each foot of the robot as a neuron and realizes the walking
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of the robot by periodically triggering the movement of each
foot. Shik et al.[15] proposed that the rhythmic movement
of animals was controlled by a central pattern generator
(CPG). Since then, a large number of scholars have carried
out studies on CPG to planning the gait for legged robots
[16][17][18]. CPG gait mainly controls the movement of the
legs through an oscillator, without any feedback, and it is easy
to achieve smooth transitions between gait. However, when the
environment becomes complicated, if a sequence of legs is
wrong, the whole CPG model will collapse. Therefore some
scholars combined it with the reflex model to improve the
environmental adaptability of the CPG model. For example,
Santos[19] used the reflex model to provide reflection signals
and realized the dynamic regulation of the movement rhythm
by modifying the CPG model parameters. Mustafa Suphi
Erden[20] used the reinforcement learning method to conduct
the CPG network and reflection model’s structural training.

The selection of foothold is often carried out after gait plan-
ning. For foothold planning method, Expert threshold method
is commonly used by scholars to select the footholds according
to the features such as the roughness of the terrain, the amount
of slope, the degree of proximity to the edge, the amount
of slip and the height variance [21][22]. Kolter[23] used a
hierarchical apprenticeship learning algorithm to select the
footholds. It still used the human expert experience to adjust
the cost function weights. Besides, Kalakrishnan[24] proposed
a more elaborate method, using geometric terrain template
learning to extract useful landing features, and the terrain
template was completed by human teaching. [25] established
a 2.5D map through 2D lidar, and propose a foothold selection
algorithm, which employs unsupervised learning to create an
adaptive decision surface. The robot can learn from realistic
simulations, and no prior expert-given rules or parameters are
used. The above methods only consider the environmental
characteristics where the robot is. When the environment
becomes extremely harsh, if a leg has no foothold, no related
work has been found to solve it. Our method is that the
problem can be avoided by sequence optimization, or a fault-
tolerant gait method can be combined to deal with it.

Inspired by well-known artificial intelligence case
AlphaGo[26][27], Mente-Carlo Tree Search(MCTS)[28] is
an excellent method to find an optimal decision to solve the
sequence optimization problem. Monte Carlo methods have a
long history within numerical algorithms and have also had
significant success in various AI game-playing algorithms.
Recently, Monte Carlo trees have been used in unmanned
vehicles and robots. For example, [29] adopted the MCTS
algorithm to consider interactions between different vehicles
to plan cooperative motion plans. [30] combines QMDP,
unscented transform, and MCTS to establish an autonomous
driving decision framework. For the first time, MCTS was
used to solve the planning problem of legged robots[31].
This work mainly demonstrates the application of the MCTS
method to the field of blind walking of biped robots, which
requires robots to avoid obstacles on the platform ground.

For other sequence optimization methods, there are several

works. [32] combines contact search, and trajectory generation
into a Mixed-Integer Convex Optimization problem at the
same time, a sequence optimization method was formed. [33]
combines a graph-based high-level path planner with low-level
sampling-based optimization of climbing to plan a footstep
sequence. In the work of [34], the quadruped robot Anymal
was trained to walk in complex environments through Deep
Reinforcement Learning. They trained the perceptual planning
layer and control layer into two networks. The perceptual
planning layer strategy can generate basic motion sequences
that lead the robot to the target position. The method is
similar to the sequence optimization problem we emphasized,
but they do not focus on the comparison of such passability
with traditional methods. Whether the superiority in the sparse
foothold environment can be guaranteed is not carefully ex-
plained. Besides, the above optimization work is carried out
on quadruped or biped robots. Hexapod robots have a richer
combination of gait and foothold, and no related work has
been described yet.

In this article, we mainly discuss how to plan gait and
foothold to improve the robot’s ability to pass in sparse
foothold. The main contributions of this paper lie in:

1) The gait generation and foothold planning are solved as
a sequence optimization problem, and the Monte Carlo Tree
Search algorithm is used to optimize the decision sequence.
Method couples gait generation and foothold selection.

2) Treat the legs without candidate foothold as faulty legs,
and combine the idea of fault-tolerant gait with our planning
method to improve the passing ability of hexapod robots
in extreme environments. In addition, a free fault-tolerant
gait expert planning method considering environmental fault
tolerance is also proposed.

3) Two methods, Fast-MCTS, and Sliding-MCTS are pro-
posed. The Fast-MCTS method has higher pass performance
and faster search speed. Sliding-MCTS has an effective bal-
ance between optimization and search time.

4) Compare the indicators of traditional methods and se-
quence optimization methods in the sparse foothold environ-
ment. The advantages and disadvantages of different methods
are explained.

II. FAULT TOLERANT FREE GAIT PLANNING

To explain the method better, first define and explain the
relevant indicators for gait and foothold planning of hexapod
robot.

A. Notation and Definition

Definition:Support polygon
The support polygon is a convex polygon formed by the

projection points of the robot’s supporting feet positions falling
on the horizontal plane. Support polygons are often used
to measure the stability of legged robot. If the horizontal
projection of robot’s COG falls within the supporting polygon,
then the robot is statically stable. When robot moves, if the
center of gravity is too close to the edge of the supporting
polygon, the stability of robot is poor. In order to reduce the
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Fig. 2. Parameter definition of hexapod robot planning

critical stability process during the planning process, this paper
uses the centroid as center to reduce the support polygon, As
shown in Figure 3(a), the polygon formed by the solid line
is the original supporting polygon, and the polygon formed
by the broken line is the reduced supporting polygon. (xc, yc)
represents the coordinate of centroid, and (xi, yi) denotes the
coordinate of one support leg’s feet position. The formula for
calculating centroid coordinates (xc, yc) is as follows:

xc =
1

6A

n∑
i=1

(xi + xi+1)(xi · yi+1 − xi+1 · yi) (1)

yc =
1

6A

n∑
i=1

(yi + yi+1)(xi · yi+1 − xi+1 · yi) (2)

Where A represents the area of the original supporting poly-
gon.

A =
1

2

n∑
i=1

(xi · yi+1 − xi+1 · yi) (3)

Finally, according to the calculated centroid position and
a constant stability margin BM0, the support polygon is
reduced.
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Fig. 3. (a) Support polygons shrink in proportion. (b) Simplified one-leg
workspace.

Definition:Single Leg Workspace
The workspace of a single leg is simplified into a

fan-shaped space, as shown in Figure 3(b). The sector
is defined in the single-leg workspace coordinate system∑

si
(Osi − x

(i)
s y

(i)
s z

(i)
s ) , Coordinate system

∑
si

is fixed to

the robot.

Definition:Support State
cf := [s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6] ∈ R1×6 is a vector indicating

the support state of hexapod moving to the next step. If leg i
is a support leg, the value of si is 0, if the leg i is a swing
leg, the value of si is 1.

Definition:Fault Leg
If the environment is very complicated, which results in

that some legs do not have effective footholds to choose
from. Then at this time, the leg with no alternative foothold
is defined as the fault leg. For possible physical damages to
a leg, we also treat it as a fault leg.

Definition:Leg Fault State
tF := [f1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6] ∈ R1×6 represents the leg fault

state vector of the six-legged robot from the current state to
the next state. If leg i is a fault leg, the value of fi is 1. If
leg i is a normal leg, the value of fi is 0. Note that if a leg
is the fault leg, it must not be a support leg.

Definition:Hexapod State
Φ :=< W

BR, W
B r , cF , tF ,

W
F r > is defined as the state

of hexapod robot. Where W
BR ∈ SO3 is the rotation matrix

representing the attitude of the base w.r.t W frame. W
B r ∈ R3

is the target position of robot’s COG in next step w.r.t W
frame. cF is the support state vector of the robot from the
current state to the next state. tF represents the leg fault state
vector of the hexapod robot from the current state to the
next state. W

F r ∈ R3 is the target position of ith foot in next
step(foothold position) w.r.t W frame.

Definition:Static Margin
Stability margin, SM , also known as the absolute static

stability margin, is the smallest distance from the vertical
projection of the COG(centre of gravity) on a horizontal
plane to the sides of the support polygon formed by joining
the projections of the footholds on the same horizontal plane,
as is shown in Figure 2.

Definition:Reduced Kinematic Margin
As shown in Figure 3(b), the reduced kinematic margin,

KMi, represents the distance that the ith foot position moves
in the opposite direction of the robot motion and reaches the
boundary of the working space of leg i.

Definition:Maximum Advance Amount Based COG
The maximum advance amount based support area is the

maximum distance which the hexapod can moves in the
forward direction in the condition that the COG canâĂŹt
exceed the support area. It is defined as AA.

Definition:Maximum Step Length
The maximum step length is the maximum distance that

hexapod can move as long as in the forward direction. It
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Fig. 4. Traditional legged robot motion planning framework.

depends on the hexapodâĂŹs state and is defined as:

MSL = min(KMi, AA)(i = 1, 2, 3...6) (4)

Definition:Support State List
Support State List represents the maximum allowable set

of support states for the robot. Each leg of a legged robot
has support state and swing state two states. The combination
of different leg states constitutes the support state of the
robot. For a hexapod robot, there are 26, 64 possible support
states. To ensure static stability, the number of supporting
legs should not be less than 3. After excluding these support
states, only 42 alternative support states remain, as shown in
Table I.When planning the next support state with a specified
six-footed robot state, the supportable state table is used
as an initial candidate state table for screening, and a new
candidate support state table that meets the requirements is
finally obtained.

Definition:Solution Sequence
The solution sequence represents the state sequence of the

robot from the current position to the target position. Define
the solution sequence as Ψ = {Φ1,Φ2...Φk}, Indicates that
the robot needs to go through k state transitions to reach its
destination.

B. Fault Tolerant Free Gait Method

(1) Traditional free gait planning pipline
The free fault-tolerant gait proposed in this section is based

on the traditional expert planning process. Traditional expert
planning pipeline is shown in Figure 4. First, plan the support
state cF (gait). Second, according to the selected gait, the step
length of the robot is determined. Third, for the swing legs
determined by step 1, the optimal footholds W

F r are selected
in their working space. Finally, According to the terminal robot
state Φk+1, current robot state Φk and environmental obstacle
information planned in the above steps, the robot body and
leg trajectory are generated.

To improve the stability and passiblity, the traditional
planning framework also contains posture optimization step.
This article focuses on gait and foothold planning, so we
temporarily ignore the body posture optimization process,
which will not affect the propose of our method.

(2) Fault tolerant gait planning

TABLE I
SUPPORT STATE LIST

Num Support State Num Support State
1 0 0 0 1 1 1 22 1 0 1 0 1 0
2 0 0 1 0 1 1 23 1 0 1 0 1 1
3 0 0 1 1 0 1 24 1 0 1 1 0 0
4 0 0 1 1 1 0 25 1 0 1 1 0 1
5 0 0 1 1 1 1 26 1 0 1 1 1 0
6 0 1 0 0 1 1 27 1 0 1 1 1 1
7 0 1 0 1 0 1 28 1 1 0 0 0 1
8 0 1 0 1 1 0 29 1 1 0 0 1 0
9 0 1 0 1 1 1 30 1 1 0 0 1 1

10 0 1 1 0 0 1 31 1 1 0 1 0 0
11 0 1 1 0 1 0 32 1 1 0 1 0 1
12 0 1 1 0 1 1 33 1 1 0 1 1 0
13 0 1 1 1 0 0 34 1 1 0 1 1 1
14 0 1 1 1 0 1 35 1 1 1 0 0 0
15 0 1 1 1 1 0 36 1 1 1 0 0 1
16 0 1 1 1 1 1 37 1 1 1 0 1 0
17 1 0 0 0 1 1 38 1 1 1 0 1 1
18 1 0 0 1 0 1 39 1 1 1 1 0 0
19 1 0 0 1 1 0 40 1 1 1 1 0 1
20 1 0 0 1 1 1 41 1 1 1 1 1 0
21 1 0 1 0 0 1 42 1 1 1 1 1 1

Fault-tolerant gait refers to the gait that occurs when each
leg of the robot cannot work correctly due to hardware reasons,
such as driver failure, motor failure, legs locked. Because the
hexapod robot has more number of legs, the robot can still
work in the condition of static stability even if one or two legs
cannot run. As shown in Figure 5, In the wild environment,
there are situations where it is impossible to guarantee that
all legs can fall, such as local slippage, subsidence, or sudden
narrowing of the terrain. Therefore, referring to the idea of
fault tolerance, the above situation is also regarded as a
temporary leg fault. In a word, we define the leg without
candidate foothold or having physical damages as the fault
leg. Combined the idea of dynamic fault tolerance, the robot
has a stronger ability to pass and adapt to the environment.
When the faults occur, the hexapod can continue to walk by
raising the fault legs up. When the fault is eliminated, the
robot restores the function of the faulty leg.

(3) Planning Method

The gait planning in the article relies on heuristic rules
because these rules are the only ones that can plan leg motions
accurately and guarantee stability using physical laws. The
task of free gait is to choose which leg is the swing leg and
which leg is the support leg aperiodic during the walk.
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Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of environmental fault-tolerant terrain.

1) Support State Planning: In most cases, there are three
criteria to choose support state.

One criterion to be taken into account in support state
planning is the maximization of the stability margin. It is safer
for the robot to have a larger static stability margin during
walking.

Second, maximize the amount of robot advance in a step,
which is determined by the step length of the robot. It can
be seen from the formula 4, the maximum step length is
determined by the robot’s support state, kinematic margin, and
robot’s pose.

Third, to realize the idea of fault tolerance, choosing other
legs as possible supporting legs instead of selecting the fault
leg as the supporting leg. Adding the support states that can
make the robot stable in support state table I to the Set S.

To any s ∈ S, the robot has the max step length MSs at
MDs direction on the condition that the robot has a stable
state. For fault-tolerant gait, MDs represents the direction
vector that advances in the support state s and changes
continuously during the path tracking process. To any s ∈ S,
noting that the robot’s stability margin as SMs.

Based on the above criteria, the evaluation equation for
selecting the support state s0 is designed below:{

f(s) = ω1 ·MSs + ω2 · SMs

s0 = arg max
s

(f(s)) s ∈ S (5)

ω1 rewards the maximum step length of the robot at the
current state. The larger ω1 is, the more likely the robot is
to take larger steps and move faster. The ω2 rewards the
static stability margin of the hexapod robot, the value of ω2

increases, and the robot tends to choose a support state with
a larger static stability margin.

According to the support state table I, the relevant evaluation
values of all support states can be calculated, but the candidate
states need to be filtered before calculating the evaluation
values.
• Delete support states with static stability margin less than

0 before state transition.
• Delete the state where the fault leg is selected as the

supporting leg at the current stage.
• Delete the same support state as in the previous step. If

it is retained, the program may end up in an infinite loop

2) Step Length Planning: The planning of step length also
needs to consider the trade-off between the robotâĂŹs speed
and stability. As long as the stability can be guaranteed, it
is better to plan a longer step length. Because the support

polygons are reduced using the method mentioned before, a
certain margin of stability margin is reserved to ensure the
static stability of the robot. Here we set the step size to the
maximum step size MSs0

to maximize the walking speed of
the robot.

3) Foothold Planning: For each swing leg, there may be
multiple alternative footholds in its future workspace pretend-
ing that the hexapod’s body has moved supported by the
combination of supporting legs. There are two principles for
choosing footholds in this article. First, for a specific leg of
the robot, it is more inclined to select foothold with higher
leg’s reduced kinematic margin KM . Second, the foothold
selection prefers to choose the foothold combinations which
make the robot have a higher stability margin. Noting the all
possible foothold combinations of swing legs as set C, and
noting the selected foothold combination of swing legs as c0.
The foothold combination selecting method is shown in the
following equation.{

f(c) = ωL ·KM(c) + ωM · SM(c)

c0 = arg max
c

(f(c)) c ∈ C (6)

KM(c) represents that average of all swing legs’ kinematic
margin after all swing legs swing done according to the
foothold combination c. SM(c) represents that the static sta-
bility margin of the hexapod robot with c foothold combination
of swing legs when the hexapod’s body move MSs0

at MDs0

direction then reach the next state. The first item rewards the
reduced kinematic margin of the foothold. The second item
rewards the hexapod robot’s static stability margin at the end
of the state transition. wL and wM are corresponding weight
coefficients, and their values are greater than 0.

For fault legs, the choice of foothold is different. It
does not have a fixed foothold. The virtual foothold of the
leg moves with the movement of the body and floats in the air.

4) Trajectory planning: Given the start and target COG
posture and target foothold position, the trajectory of the
COG and swing leg needs to be planned to find a smooth
trajectory. In addition, the trajectory should also ensure
collision-free, optimal energy consumption, etc. In this paper,
we use a simple polynomial method to plan the trajectory of
the body. By setting constraints such as the position, velocity,
and acceleration of the starting point, a trajectory equation
with continuous acceleration can be obtained.

(4) Defects of Expert Method
• The planning of gait does not consider environmental

information, which will affect the plan of footholds.
• The planning for the step length of the robot is too

violent, which affects the selection of the foothold. The two
are coupled with each other.
• The selection of the foothold considers the environment

where the robot is, but it ignores the future situation. The



planning will not only affect the next step planning but also
affect all the decisions behind it.

The above limitations can be summarized as the planning of
gait, step length, and foothold of a legged robot is a sequential
decision problem. All the previous decision-making plans will
have an impact on subsequent decisions. A well-designed rule-
based expert planning method cannot meet all requirements,
and there are always some situations that cannot be dealt with.

III. GAIT AND FOOTHOLD PLANNING BASED MCTS
A. Standard MCTS Method

(1)Basic MCTS Algorithm

Selection

simulation

Expansion Simulation Backup











Fig. 6. Workflow of Monte Carlo tree search algorithm

Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) is an algorithm that uses
random (Monte Carlo) samples to find the best decision. Here,
we briefly outline the main ideas of MCTS, as is shown in
Figure 6: First, the selection process is based on an existing
search tree. Traverse the tree according to the tree strategy
to decide which direction to take at each branch until it
reaches the leaf node. Then, use one of the remaining possible
actions to expand the leaf node to obtain a new leaf node.
Starting at that node, within a fixed range or until the final
node is reached, a simulation (often also called scaling) will
be performed using some default strategy (i.e. the default
behaviour of all relevant participants). Update the values of
all traversed nodes based on some cost functions that evaluate
the simulation results.

MCTS algorithm can be grouped into two distinct policies:
• Tree Policy: Select or create a leaf node from the nodes

already contained within the search tree. Search tree strategies
need to strike a balance between exploitation and exploration,
the classic method of search tree strategy is UCB (Upper
Confidence Bound) algorithm [35].
• Simulation Policy: Play out the domain from a given non-

terminal node to produce a value estimate.
MCTS has many advantages, which makes it useful for the

legged robot to plan its gait, foothold sequence:
• MCTS is a statistical anytime algorithm for which more

computing power generally leads to better performance. It can
be stopped, and a result is available. It might not be optimal
but valid.
• MCTS can be used with little or no domain knowledge.
• MCTS can enforce different policies on different nodes,

so it is easy to scale.
• MCTS can be highly parallelized, with multiple iterations

at a time and multiple simulations at a time. It facilitates

engineering applications.

(2) Extensions for Legged Robot Planning Domain
Based on MCTS, this section proposes two modified MCTS

methods for hexapod robots, one of which is called the
Fast-MCTS method and the other is called as Sliding-MCTS
method. First, introduce some definitions for standard MCTS
in the field of hexapod robot planning.

1)Action Space: For hexapod robot planning, each node
of the Monte Carlo tree represents the state of the robot,
Φ :=<W

B R, B
Wr , cF , , tF ,

W
F r >, which includes the robot’s

posture, position, foothold position, support status during the
transfer process, leg error status. The set of actions that lead
the robot from the current node to the candidate nodes is
called the action space. According to Table I , n alternative
support states for a robot state can be obtained and note these
n alternative support states as set S. For any support state
s ∈ S, the maximum advancement MSs corresponding to
the advancing direction MDs can be obtained. Discrete the
maximum advancement MSs into three different step sizes:
MSs/3, 2·MSs/3, and MSs, which constitute the set L. For a
step length of l ∈ L and the supporting state s, there are ml,s

combinations of footholds. Define the number of candidate
states for each hexapod robot state Φk as Nalternative(Φk),
as is shown in Figure 7 , its calculation formula is as follows:

Nalternative(Φk) =
∑
s∈S

∑
l∈L

3ms,l (7)

, , , ,W W W

k B B F F FR r c t r  

alternative ( )kN 

Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of alternative nodes

2)Search Tree Policy: For search tree policy, we use the
standard UCB1 algorithm, the calculation formula is as fol-
lows:

UCB1 = Xj + C ·

√
2 · lnn
nj

(8)

Where Xj represents the average reward value of node j,
nj is the number of visits to node j. n represents the number
of visits by the root node. The parameter C is a balance
factor, which decides whether to focus on exploration or
utilization when select. If the value of C is large, it is more
inclined to select some nodes with lower reward value. If the
value of C is small, it is more inclined to visit the nodes
with higher evaluation reward value. From this, we can see
how the UCB algorithm finds a balance between exploration
and utilization: both the nodes that have obtained the largest
average reward in the past time and the nodes with lower



average rewards have chance to be selected.

3)Simulation Policy: There are two simulation policies in
this paper. The first one is the free fault-tolerant gait planning
method introduced in the previous section. The second is
an entirely random method, which is to randomly select an
executive action in the action space.

4)Simulation Horizon: The goal of a game of Gomoku, Go,
etc. using Monte Carlo Tree Search is to win. For a hexapod
robot walking in a sparse environment, the purpose is to pass
it safely. The result returned by the MCTS simulation process
of the six-legged robot is set as "Pass" or "Not Pass". In
the sparse foothold environment, there are few nodes passed
by the simulation, which will lead to node scores mostly 0.
When the UCB algorithm is used for selection, the function
of utilization is lost. According to the literature [31], humans
only planned three steps in advance during the walking
process. And it is tested in [36] that planning a certain
distance in advance can already get a high passability, and
continuing to increase the planning distance has no obvious
effect on improving the passability. Therefore, this article sets
a simulation view SH . If the simulation distance exceeds
SH , then the simulation result is "Pass".

5)Simulation Termination condition: This termination con-
dition applies to both node expansion and simulation. The
termination conditions are as follows:
• During the continuous Nstop state transitions, the robot’s

forward amount is close to 0.
Note: Parameter Nstop is set differently for different simu-

lation policies. For example, the value of Nstop can be small
in the expert method. Because when the robot is stuck, the
possibility of pass using expert method is low. For the random
method, the temporary stuck can be released by continually
switching the combination of the foothold and the support
state, so the value of Nstop can be slightly larger.
• The expanded node’s position is greater than simulation

Horizon SH or reaches the target position.

6) Node Score and Backpropagation
For each of the node called j, the score of it is defined as:

Xj = Npass,j/Nvisit,j (9)

Where Xj represents the score of node j, Npass,j represents
the total number of simulation passes for the node j or the
descendants of the node j. And Nvisit,j represents the total
number of visits to node j or its descendants.

Using backtracking algorithm to update Nvisit(Φ) and
Npass(Φ) from leaf node to root node. Representing Φ as any
of the leaf node’s ancestor node. The update formula is as
follows:

Nvisit(Φ) = Nvisit(Φ) + 1 (10)

Npass(Φ) = Npass(Φ) + ∆simScore (11)

∆simScore =

{
0 not pass
1 pass

(12)

Where ∆simScore denotes the result of the simulation of
the expanded node. When transfer to the root node, the
backpropagation ends.

(3)Defects of Standard MCTS in Hexapod Planning
Although the standard MCTS was quickly applied to the

field of foot robots, the unmodified standard MCTS has the
following problems.

First, the state of each hexapod robot usually has hundreds
of candidate states. During the process of building the search
tree, the time consumed by the entire expansion increases
exponentially. Searching for a state tree passing only 1m has
exceeded tens of thousands of nodes, and processing with
a single-threaded CPU takes up to ten minutes. This is too
unfriendly for real-time planning of foot robots.

Second, in a dense foothold environment, it can be passed
through a simple expert method, so there is no need to spend
a lot of time to use MCTS method.

Third, the binary scoring method in measuring node scores
is too crude. Although this method can also search for feasible
solutions, there is no tendency to optimize the search result
sequence. For example, it is more desirable to obtain a faster
walking sequence.

B. Selection Planning Based Fast MCTS

In order to solve the standard MCTS speed problem, this
section proposes a fast Monte Carlo search method for the
planning of the hexapod robot, and it is called Fast-MCTS. In
the simulation step of the standard MCTS method, a large
number of simulations have been performed. But only the
results of the simulation are used, and the state sequence
obtained during the simulation was discarded. The Fast-MCTS
uses simulation sequences to quickly build the master branch
of the search tree and iteratively updates the master branch by
the branch with the highest potential to the destination. The
primary purpose of this algorithm is to construct a feasible
state sequence quickly, but its optimality cannot be guaranteed.
The fast Monte Carlo tree search algorithm is different from
the standard MCTS framework. It consists of four main
steps: Extension, Simulation, Updating Master Branch, and
Backtracking.

First, take the starting state Φstart of the hexapod robot as
the specified starting nodeΦk.
• Extension: Expand all candidate states of the specified

node Φk, each candidate node can only be expanded once.
Note the nodes expended as set ASΦk

• Simulation: To each node Φ0 ∈ ASΦk
, using the default

strategy simulation(Expert method or random method) until
reaching the termination condition. Noting the distance of
the simulation as d(Φ0). Taking the nodes of the simulation
generated as set TΦ0 . The simulation termination conditions
are similar to the standard MCTS simulation, but without the
parameter of the simulation horizon. The simulation termina-



tion condition of this method is that the robot is continuously
stuck or reaches its destination.
• Updating Master Branch: Select the extended maximum

simulation distance node Φk,f ∈ AS(Φk).

Φk,f = arg max
Φ∈ASΦk

(d(Φ)) (13)

Adding simulation node sequence TΦ0
to the search tree

and considering the branch as master branch.
• Backtracking: If the master branch does not reach the

destination, then select the node ΦI from the leaf node, which
is closest to the target, toward the root node successively, and
start to expand, simulate, and update the master branch.

Next, introduce the flow of the entire algorithm, according
to Figure 8. In the Figure 8(a), all the candidate state nodes are
expanded according to the selected node. Then the simulation
is performed with them as the starting point, the simulation
distance and state sequence are recorded. In Figure 8(b),
the node with the largest simulation distance is selected for
expansion, and each node in the state sequence recorded in the
simulation is added one by one. The master branch indicated
by the thick solid line in the figure. Figure 8(c)(d)(e) indicates
that if the master branch does not reach the destination, the
algorithm will gradually expand backwards from the furthest
child node and update the master branch. The end condition of
the entire algorithm is: the tree node reaches the destination,
or the program traces back to the root node. The method is
presented as pseudocode in Algorithm 1.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

1( )d  2( )d  3( )d  4( )d  ( )id 

1( )d  2( )d  3( )d  ( )id 

1( )d  2( )d  3( )d 
( )id 

Fig. 8. Workflow of Fast-MCTS

The algorithm uses the results of the simulation to establish
the main branch quickly and updates the main branch by
backtracking until it reaches the destination or back to the
root node. The idea of the algorithm is to find the position

where the robot is easily trapped through multiple simulations,
and then keep back and try again until it finds an available
solution. The method is consistent with human behaviour
during walking. Although this algorithm cannot guarantee
the optimality, it has a fast search speed and an excellent
effect on improving the passability of a specified strategy
and for example, improving the passing performance of expert
methods.

C. Selection Planning Based Sliding MCTS

The two methods of planning a six-legged robot based
on MCTS have been introduced. The first method uses the
standard MCTS method for planning of a six-legged robot.
The entire algorithm is very computationally intensive and
time-consuming. Fast-MCTS can quickly find a feasible path,
which has a good effect on improving the passability of the
expert planning method. However, the entire algorithm is too
sparsely sampled, does not highlight the idea of estimating the
global situation through sampling, and does not optimize the
solution sequence. In view of the above problems, this paper
proposes a search algorithm that not only improves the search
speed but also optimizes the random sequence. It is defined
as Sliding-MCTS.

The core processing steps of the algorithm are described
below:

1): Moving root node
Sliding-MCTS is similar to the standard MCTS method.

The most crucial difference is that the root node of standard
MCTS is fixed, while the root node of Sliding-MCTS will
change after a period of sampling.

The core idea of this algorithm is that each step of the robot
decision is determined after a large number of samples. Once
the best next step in the current situation is selected, then
the node corresponding to the state of the robot at this step
is chosen as the new root node. As shown in Figure 9, the
simulation in each pane selects the best next step to continue,
circularly, a sequence of states is generated.

2):Simulation Horizon
To facilitate the subsequent quantization of the node score,

the simulation horizon distance SH described above is set to
a fixed number of simulation steps NSimStepNum.

3):Node score
In the previous article, we introduced the node score, which

is defined as the number of successful simulations divided by
the number of visits. According to the definition of this score,
although an available solution sequence can be found in most
cases, there are still some problems. First of all, the definition
of scores lacks relevant indicators in the field of legged-robots,
which results in the algorithm having no effective target at
runtime. Although the solution sequence can be found, people
still prefer the algorithm to plan a sequence that walks faster or
more stable. In addition, in some cases, some nodes can pass
during simulation, but the distance of the node from its parent
node is minimal. The algorithm sometimes selects this type
of node repeatedly, resulting in an infinite loop and unable to
obtain an effective solution. To obtain a higher quality solution
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Fig. 9. Workflow of sliding-MCTS

sequence, the reward function is used as a new node evaluation
method here. The score of node i is defined as Ji, and its
components are shown in Figure 10. The composition of the
score items is as follows:

,StepExpiJ ,marginExpiJ

,disToPariJ

,SimStepLiJ

Fig. 10. Schematic diagram of the reward function indicator composition.
Gray nodes indicate expanded nodes and red nodes indicate simulation nodes.

Ji,SimStepL: It rewards the average step size of the simula-
tion sequence from node i with a fixed number of simulation
steps NSimStepNum. The longer the simulation distance, the
larger the average step size of the sequence. The higher the
value of this parameter is, the higher the potential for the node
i to have greater passability
Ji,StepExp: It rewards the average step size of the extended

sequence nodes from node i to the current root node, making
the algorithm tend to converge to sequences that walk faster.
Define the state sequence from the extended node i to the root
node as a set Ci. Define the quantity of elements in Ci as ni.
Take the step size between node i and its parent as si. For
the root node r, sr is equal to 0. The formula for calculating
Ji,StepExp is as follows:

Ji,StepExp =
1

ni

∑
j∈Ci

sj (14)

Ji,marginExp: It rewards the average static stability margin of
the extended sequence nodes from node i to the current root
node, making the algorithm tend to converge to a sequence
with a larger average stability margin. The SMi represents

the stability margin of node i. The formula for calculating
Ji,marginExp is as follows:

Ji,marginExp =
1

ni

∑
j∈Ci

SMj (15)

Ji,disToPar: It rewards the step size from the node i to its parent
node, preventing the algorithm from repeatedly accessing
nodes with a minimal forward distance.

The sum of each term multiplied by the corresponding
weight is the score of node i.

Ji =
∑

ωi,(.)Ji,(.) (16)

Where ωi,(.) represents the weight coefficient of each term.
According to our debugging experience, the weight value
corresponding to Ji,SimStepL and Ji,StepExp can be larger.
Ji,disToPar’s weight value can be small to prevent getting stuck
in advance due to excessively greedy forward speed.

4):Score Backpropagation
When the extended node calculates a new reward score,

upward propagation does not calculate the average of all
extended node scores but retains the highest score. The prop-
agation formula is as follows:

Xi = Ji (17)

Xj =

{
Ji ifJi > Xj

Xj else
(18)

For the gait and foothold sequence planning of a legged
robot, the goal is to find only one result sequence. Therefore,
it is better to measure the quality of a tree by its best child
nodes. Conversely, if the average score of the entire tree is
used as a measurement index, some nodes with lower scores
will diminish the scores of the best nodes. In a sparse foothold
environment, there are a few solution sequences that can pass,
and such a measure will make it difficult for the algorithm to
find these solutions.

5):Single Step Decision Time
The state of the robot at each step is determined after a

certain period of sampling. Define the single-step decision
time as the time required for NSamp samplings. The parameter
NSamp can be adjusted according to the actual situation. As the



complexity of the environment increases, the value of NSamp

can increase correspondingly.
6):Algorithm Termination Condition
There are two algorithm termination conditions: first, if the

extended node reaches the specified target point, the algorithm
stops; second, if the expanded node approaches the farthest
simulation distance, the algorithm terminates. It happens when
encountering an area that cannot pass. As shown in Figure 11,
the edge of the grey area is the farthest simulation position of
the robot. If the farthest simulation position is very close to the
current expansion node, the entire algorithm cannot continue.

Furthest simulation distance

Fig. 11. Schematic diagram of the movement of the simulation horizon.

7):Choose the best subtree
The best subtree is selected using the standard UCB for-

mula, but the coefficient C is set to zero. Select the branch
where the node with the highest score is located, and subtract
the remaining branches.

Although Sliding-MCTS does not completely optimize the
entire sequence, the algorithm still has a good effect. There are
three reasons for this. First, as mentioned earlier, only planning
certain steps in advance will hardly reduce the overall pass-
ability. Second, compared with the standard MCTS algorithm,
Sliding-MCTS can greatly decrease the search time. Third,
based on the parameter NSamp ,NSimStepNumand simulation
steps NSimStepNum, the search time and the optimization
degree can be effectively balanced. The method is presented
as pseudocode in Algorithm 2.

IV. EXPERIMENT

Coxa link

Thigh link

Shank link

Foot

Body

Fig. 12. Elspider hexapod robot

TABLE II
MECHANICAL AND GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS OF ELSIPER ROBOT

Parameter Lengh(m) Mass(kg)
Body 0.4 121.9

Coxa link 0.18 3.6
Thigh link 0.5 22
Shank link 0.5 7.2

Foot 0.025 0.2

We validated our approach on the Elspider
robot[37][38][39]. The experimental platform is an electric
heavy-duty hexapod Elspider developed by Harbin Institute
of Technology, as shown in Figure 12. The overall mass of
the robot is 300kg, and it can walk stably under a load of
150kg. The design of the machine adopts a high-stability
uniformly distributed six-leg configuration, and the driving
wheelsets are evenly distributed at the base joints of each leg.
The robot is approximately 1.9m long, 2.1m wide, and 0.5m
tall. The relevant parameters of the robot are shown in Table
II, the radius of the trunk body(0.4m), coxa link(0.18m),
thigh link(0.5m), and shank link(0.5m).

To examine the behaviour of the proposed algorithm, We
designed three different types of experiments to expand the
description. The first experiment is performed on terrain with
randomly distributed footholds. This experiment can statisti-
cally compare the different planning methods’ ability to pass
complex terrain, speed of advance, and planning time. By
reducing the support polygon area, the stability of the robot is
ensured. Therefore, the comparison of the body stability mar-
gin index is not performed in the experiment. The second type
of experiment is tested in artiïňĄcially designed challenging
terrains to verify the validity of the proposed method. The
last experiment is to test on a real robot to illustrate how the
proposed method can be applied to a real environment.

The experimental planning method includes the following
six methods: (1) Triple gait. (2) Wave gait. (3) Free fault-
tolerant gait. (4) Fast-MCTS adopts a random scheme as a sim-
ulation strategy, which is defined as Fast-MCTS (Random). (5)
Fast-MCTS adopts the free-fault-tolerant gait expert scheme
as the planning scheme of the simulation strategy, which is
defined as FastMCTS (Expert). (6) Sliding-MCTS method, its
simulation strategy uses a random method.

Triple gait and wave gait are two typical gait methods
commonly used by hexapod robots. The diagonal gait is the
fastest, while the wave gait is the slowest but the most stable.
The planning of step length and foothold is the same as the
expert planning method described above. If the robot is trapped
or reaches the target point, the algorithm ends.

The latter three methods are planning methods based
on MCTS. As mentioned in formula 7, there are∑

s∈S
∑

l∈L 3ms,l candidate states of state k. To reduce
the calculation amount of the algorithm, only one foothold
combination is reserved through expert planning method for a
support state. Therefore, the number of candidate states for the
next step of each state is reduced to

∑
s∈S 3. How to select

valuable alternative states to accelerate search time is also a



TABLE III
EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETER SETTING TABLE

Parameter Value Parameter Meaning
BMmin 0.05m Minimal static stability margin
ω1 0.7 Support state planning weight coefficient
ω2 0.3 Support state planning weight coefficient
ωL 0.7 Foothold planning weight coefficient
ωM 0.3 Foothold planning weight coefficient
Nstop 5 Threshold for the number of consecutive stuck
NSimStepNum 20 Fixed simulation steps
ωi,SimStepL 3 Sequence evaluation function weight coefficient
ωi,StepExp 1 Sequence evaluation function weight coefficient
ωi,marginExp 0.5 Sequence evaluation function weight coefficient
ωi,disToPar 0.2 Sequence evaluation function weight coefficient
NSamp 500 Number of single steps sampling for sliding MCTS
C 0.3 UCB algorithm balance coefficient

research direction.
All algorithms run on the Intel i5 2.20GHz notebook

computer and only use single-thread programming. The setting
values of the entire algorithm parameters are shown in Table
III.

A. Random Terrain Simulation Experiment

The terrain of the random experiment is shown in Figure
13. The entire map is 12.5 meters long and 5 meters wide,
and the footholds are randomly distributed in this area. The
starting point of the robot is the coordinate origin, the forward
direction is the positive direction of the x axis, and the target
point is (8,0). When the robot advances more than 8 meters,
the robot reaches the target point.

Fig. 13. Random foothold distribution experiment map

Experiments were carried out on terrains with three different
numbers of footholds, including 400 footholds, 350 footholds,
and 300 footholds. Each density generates 20 different maps,
and experiments on six different planning schemes are per-
formed on each map.

Figure 14 shows the raw data of 60 experiments. The
abscissa is the label of the different test map, and the ordinate
is the distance travelled by the robot. It can be seen intuitively
that the passing capacity of the three planning methods based
on sequence optimization is much higher than the results of
three single-step optimization expert planning method. With
the reduction of the number of footholds, the situation that
the robot can reach the target point gradually decreases. For
the single-step optimization method, it can be seen that in
most cases, the free fault-tolerant gait has a larger amount of
progress, but there are still some cases where the triple gait
goes further. Although the free fault-tolerant gait method con-
structed according to expert experience improves the passing

ability to a certain extent, the method still cannot guarantee
that all cases are better than other typical gait methods.
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Fig. 14. Comparison of advance distance for different planning method tested
on different maps.

By statistical analysis of the passability data, the error
band diagrams of different planning methods under three
different foothold density can be obtained. It can be seen
from Figure 15(a) that as the density of the footholds of the
terrain increases, the advance distance of all planning methods
gradually increases. The error bands of triple gait, wave gait
and free fault-tolerant gait become broader as the density of the
foothold increases. In contrast, the error bands of the last three
planning methods using MCTS gradually becomes narrower
as the density of the foothold increases. In the environment
with low foothold density, the rule-based expert method has
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Fig. 15. Experimental data of different planning methods under different foothold density environments:(a)Forward distance error band diagram for different
planning methods. (b)The comparison chart of the average advance distance represents the passing ability of the robot. (c)Comparison of the average step
size of the robot. This can indicate the robot’s advancing speed.

poor passability. Therefore, in most cases, the robot has a
small travel distance. The increase in the density of footholds
has improved the robot’s passability. However, there are still
some maps that the robot cannot pass due to the defeats of
the rule-based method. Therefore, the result shows that the
error band becomes wider with the rise of the foothold density
of terrain. MCTS-based sequence optimization methods are
different. Most of the latter three planning methods can still
travel long distances in low foothold density environment, and
a small part cannot pass because the environment is too harsh.
When the foothold density of terrain increases, the robot can
reach the destinations almost for all maps. Therefore, the result
shows that the error band becomes narrower with the rise of
the foothold density of terrain.

Compare the passing capabilities of all planning methods,
as shown in Figure 15(b). It can be seen that the free fault-
tolerant gait has significantly higher passing capacity than the

diagonal gait and wave gait. In terms of passing ability, the
three planning methods using sequence optimization are far
superior to the first three methods. The passing capacity of
sliding-MCTS and fast-MCTS is the best.

In terms of forward speed, we use the average length of the
entire planning sequence to represent the forward speed of
the robot. According to Figure 15(c), the diagonal gait is the
fastest, and Fast-MCTS (Expert) is the second-fastest one. The
free fault-tolerant gait has a slower walking speed than Sliding-
MCTS in a sparse foothold environment, and the walking
speed is faster than free fault-tolerant gait when the foothold
density of terrain is denser. It can be seen that the Sliding-
MCTS method can ensure the best passing ability, besides it
can search for a high-speed gait sequence in a sparse foothold
environment. The slowest speeds are diagonal gait and Fast-
MCTS (Random). Although Fast-MCTS (Random) has a high
passing capacity, the sequence it searches for has not been
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Fig. 16. (a)Single-step planning time error band diagram for different planning methods. (b)Index comparison chart of different planning methods

optimized by a large number of samples, resulting in many
invalid states in the entire sequence and the lowest speed.

To compare the planning time of the algorithms, we use the
single-step planning time of the entire sequence to represent.
As shown in Figure 16(a), the gait planning time of the first
three expert methods is about 3ms, and the planning time
increases as the density of the foothold increases. It is because
when the density of foothold becomes larger, there are more
available foothold can be selected, and more support states
can be chosen by free fault-tolerant gait. And it takes more
time to calculate with the increase of foothold density. The
single-step planning time of Fast-MCTS algorithm is about
1s. As the environment becomes harsher, the search time
gradually increases. For certain sparse foothold environments,
the algorithm occasionally finds solution sequences quickly.
So this leads to a larger error band for planning time in
environments with low foothold density. The search time
of the Sliding-MCTS method is determined by the number
of expansion nodes Nsliding planned for each step and the
fixed number of simulation steps NSimStepNum. Its single-
step planning time is about 30s. The reason that the planning
time becomes longer as the foothold density increases is the

same as the free fault-tolerant gait. In a low-density foothold
environment, the number of invalid nodes is unstable. The
higher the density of environmental footholds, the less the
number of invalid node expansions. This is also the reason
why the error band gradually narrows.

In summary, as shown in Figure 16(b), the six planning
methods have their advantages and disadvantages. In terms of
passability, Fast-MCTS (Random) and Sliding-MCTS methods
have the highest passability. Expert planning methods have
very poor passability, and free fault-tolerant gaits that take
into account environmental fault tolerance have slightly better
passability. In terms of walking speed, the triple gait is the
fastest, followed by Fast-MCTS (Expert), and the speeds of
free fault-tolerant gait and Sliding-MCTS are both fast. The
other two methods are slow. In terms of planning time, the
three planning methods using MCTS take longer, and the Fast-
MCTS single-step planning time is about one second. The
single-step planning time of Sliding-MCTS is relatively long,
and it is related to its set parameters. However, the planning
of each step of this method is independent and is not affected
by subsequent plan. Therefore, Sliding-MCTS is suitable for
local planning.



Fig. 17. (a) Artificially designed terrains. (b)(c)(d) Screenshots and gait charts of the robot’s passage through three different terrains. The light blue part
of the gait diagram corresponds to the screenshot of the robot walking. Each screenshot of the robot represents an operating state, and the red curve is the
trajectory of the swinging leg at this time. In the gait diagram, black indicates that the leg is a swinging leg, yellow indicates that the leg is a supporting leg,
and red indicates that the leg is a fault-tolerant leg.

B. Special Terrain Simulation Experiment

The proposed sliding-MCTS algorithm is applied to some
artificial terrain to verify its validity. As shown in Figure 17(a),
we design 3 different terrains. The first type represents the
segmented terrain that can be seen in real life. The second
terrain is more extreme, with a rectangular area deducted
in the middle of the flat terrain. The third type of terrain
represents continuous trench terrain, and the width of the
trench is inconsistent. All three types of terrain robots can
pass smoothly. Figure 17 is a screenshot of a part of the
robot passing the terrain and a gait diagram of the entire
process. Figures 17 (b)(c) show that in a harsh environment,
the robot can temporarily lift its legs without an effective
foothold through such terrain. In Figure 17 (c), the robot even
becomes a quadruped robot to cross the terrain. In Figure
17 (d), the robot continuously adjusts the step size to cross
the continuous trench terrain effectively. In the gait diagram,
black represents the swing state, yellow represents the support

state, and red represents the wrong leg (still belongs to swing
state). It can be seen that the robot can successfully pass these
challenging terrains by continuously adjusting the gait.

C. Physical robot experiment

We carried out some physical experiments to illustrate the
feasibility of the algorithm. The experiment terrain is set in
advance, as shown in Figure 18, bricks represent discrete areas
where the robot’s feet can land. The position of the robot is
measured by a visual capture system. The planning method
uses the Sliding-MCTS algorithm proposed in this paper. The
robot needs to go straight from one side of the field to the
end of the field. It can be seen that the robot can choose the
bricks scattered on the ground as a foothold, and successfully
reached the target position. The experimental results show that
the algorithm proposed in this paper can be effectively applied
to physical robots.



Fig. 18. Elspider walking on discrete bricks.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, a gait foothold planning method based on
MCTS is proposed. Before introducing the sequence optimiza-
tion method, according to the harshness of the environment,
we combine fault-tolerant gait planning and free gait, a free
fault-tolerant gait method based on the expert planning method
is proposed. According to the particularity of the application
of MCTS in the field of legged robots, we have made some
changes to the standard MCST and introduced two methods,
Fast MCTS and Sliding MCTS. FastMCTS can quickly im-
prove the passing ability of the default planning method, but it
is not very convergent. SlidingMCTS can effectively balance
the search time and convergence while having a good passing
ability. The simulation experiments verify the advantages
and disadvantages of different methods, the rule-based expert
method has a fast calculation speed, while the optimization-
based method has better passability. The calculation time of
the optimization method can also meet real-time requirements.
Finally, through artificially designing some challenging terrain
to test the algorithm, and applying the algorithm on the
physical robot, the results show that the proposed method can
have a good passability in the sparse foothold environment. In
the future, we will also continue to study how to increase the
search speed of the algorithm and combine it with machine
vision to explore the wild environment in real-time.
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Algorithm 1 Fast Monte Carlo tree search algorithm
Input: Initial robot state Φ0, target position Pdestination

Output: Solution sequence Ψ = {Φ1,Φ2...Φk}
1: function FASTMCTSSEARCH(Φ0, Pdestination)
2: Create the root node NΦ0

3: Set the expansion node NΦexpand
= NΦ0

4: Set the furthest node of the master branch NΦend

5: create variable disMax = 0
6: while "Node NΦend

has not reached the destination or extended node NΦexpand
is not the root node." do

7: Ssequence, dis = EXPANDANDSIMULATION(NΦexpand
)

8: if dis > disMax then
9: NΦend

= UPDATAMASTERBRANCH(NΦexpand
,Ssequence)

10: disMax = dis
11: end if
12: NΦexpand

= TRACEBACK(NΦend
)

13: end while
14: return State sequence Ψ = {Φ1,Φ2...Φk} between NΦ0

and NΦend
.

15: end function
16:
17: function EXPANDANDSIMULATION(NΦ)
18: Create a sequence storage variable sequenceList
19: Create a distance storage variable disList
20: for each NΦi

in the alternative nodes of Φ do
21: Add child node NΦi

to NΦ

22: dis, Ssequence = SIMULATION(NΦi )
23: disList.add(dis)
24: sequenceList.add(Ssequence)
25: end for
26: index = arg max

i
(disList)

27: return sequenceList[index], dis[index]
28: end function
29:
30: function SIMULATION(NΦ)
31: NΦtmp

= NΦ

32: Create a node sequence storage variable Ssequence

33: while Node NΦend
has not reached the destination or Ccount > NSimStepNum do

34: Generate the next state Φnext of Φtmp by expert algorithm or random algorithm.
35: if Distance between Φtmp and Φnext < 0.01m then
36: Ccount = Ccount + 1
37: end if
38: NΦtmp = NΦnext

39: Ssequence.add(NΦtmp
)

40: end while
41: return the forward distance of NΦtmp

, Ssequence

42: end function
43:
44: function UPDATAMASTERBRANCH(NΦ, Ssequence)
45: for each NΦi

in Ssequence do
46: Add child node NΦi

to NΦ

47: NΦ = NΦi

48: end for
49: return NΦ

50: end function



51: function TRACEBACK(NΦ)
52: while The number of alternate states of NΦ is not 0, and NΦ is not expanded do
53: NΦ = the parent node of NΦ

54: end while
55: return NΦ

56: end function

Algorithm 2 Sliding Monte Carlo tree search algorithm
Input: Initial robot state Φ0, target position Pdestination

Output: Solution sequence Ψ = {Φ1,Φ2...Φk}
1: function SLIDINGMCTSSEARCH(Φ0, Pdestination)
2: Create the root node NΦ0

3: NΦexpand
= NΦ0

4: Create a furthest simulation distance variable Lmax

5: Create a sliding root node sequence storage variable Ssequence

6: while "Node NΦexpand
has not reached the destination or (the foward distance of NΦexpand

− Lmax) < threshold" do
7: Create variable Count = 0
8: while Count < NSamp do
9: Count = Count + 1

10: Φexpanded = TREEPOLICY(NΦ0
)

11: J(.), Ltmp = SIMULATION(NΦexpand
)

12: if Lmax < Ltmp then
13: Lmax = Ltmp

14: end if
15: BACKUPDATE(NΦexpand

, J(.))
16: end while
17: NΦbest

= GETBESTCHILD(NΦexpand
, J(.))

18: Ssequence.add(NΦ0 )
19: NΦ0 = NΦbest

20: end while
21: return State sequence Ψ = {Φ1,Φ2...Φk} in Ssequence

22: end function
23:
24: function TREEPOLICY(NΦ)
25: while 1 do
26: if Node NΦ still has unexpanded alternative states then
27: return EXPAND(NΦ)
28: else
29: NΦ = GETBESTCHILD(NΦ, C)
30: end if
31: end while
32: end function
33:
34: function SIMULATION(NΦ)
35: NΦtmp

= NΦ

36: Ccount = 0
37: while Ccount < NSimStepNum do
38: Generate the next state Φnext of Φtmp by expert algorithm or random algorithm.
39: Ccount = Ccount + 1
40: NΦtmp

= NΦnext

41: end while
42: Calculate the evaluate value of node NΦ: JSimStepL,JStepExp,JmarginExp,JdisToPar

43: return the forward distance of NΦtmp
, J(.)

44: end function



45: function BACKUPDATE(NΦ, J(.))
46: score =

∑
ω(.)J(.)

47: X(NΦ) = score
48: Nvist(NΦ) = 1
49: while Node NΦ is not the root node do
50: NΦ = the parant of NΦ

51: Nvist(NΦ) = Nvist(NΦ) + 1
52: if X(NΦ) < score then
53: X(NΦ) = score
54: end if
55: end while
56: end function
57:
58: function EXPAND(NΦ, Ssequence)
59: Randomly select a state Φrandom from the set of candidate states, which has not expanded, of node NΦ.
60: Set NΦrandom

to be a child node of NΦ

61: return NΦrandom

62: end function
63:
64: function GETBESTCHILD(NΦ,C)
65: return arg max

NΦi
∈ children of NΦ

(X(NΦi) + C ·
√

2·lnNvist(NNΦ
)

Nvist(NΦi
) )

66: end function
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